


and profiling machines so they're
not just tractors with cutting
mandrels added.

Ub-cutting mandrels deliuer greater cuttircg
efficiency and longer bit life.

Each ROTO-MILL Profiler is
rugged and solid in construction
featuring a heavy-duty all-steel
welded mainframe. Basic design
of Caterpillar Profilers places the
machine's weight over the cutting
mandrel and powerful Cat En-
gines deliver higher breakout
force to the cutting teeth than any
other profiler.

This optimum weight-to-horse-
power balance along with a high
efficiency direct mechanical drive

system moves ROTO-MILL Pro-
filers smoothly and positively
through the toughest pavements.

F xdusiYe feotures bilng you the
t lolest milling lechnology.

Since ROTO-MILL Profilers
were the first machines designed
exclusively for cold milling appli-
cations, they have always offered
the latest in milling technology.

All Caterpillar Profilers feature
weld-on bit holders for extra
strength and snap-in bits for quick
tool change. Up-cutting mandrels
provide greater cutting efficiency
and result in longer bit life.

And when it comes to profiling
proficiency, ROTO-MILL Profi-
lers areknown the world over for
producing the smoothest profile
control in the industry, thanks to
the exclusive HYDRA-MATION
Grade & Slope Control System.

To meet the variety of applica-
tions and work environments you
encounter with today's pavement
rehabilitation, Caterpillar offers
the world's most complete line of
cold milling machines. Marketed
under the name ROTO-MILL,
Caterpillar Profilers enable you
to accomplish a wide range and
high volume of work.

Choose from any one of the four
Caterpillar Profilers and you're
assured of getting a machine with
the features you need and want.

Current models range from a
90HP utility clean-up machine to
a 1000HP Profil er/Excavator
with cutting widths from 3Yz" to
150" and cutting depths from 4"
to 10t t.

3 uperior design mokes RoTo-
It Mltt Profilers the industry's
most powefful ond ptoducliYe cold
milling mochines.

The fact that all Caterpillar
Profilers cut concrete as well as
asphalt is a testimonial to their
superior design. ROTO-MILL
Profilers are designed from the
ground up to be pavement mining



Even the larger ROTO-MILL
Profiler models offer outstanding
maneuverability. The PR-450
and PR-1000 incorporate a three-
track, rear-loading design. This
gives them a turning radius of
10- 12' which is far superior to
competitive four-track machines
requiring 3-4 times the turning
area due to their front track
steering being limited by the
discharge conveyor.

As a result, when it comes
to cutting intersections that
include cutbacks or rebates
into side streets or when urban
jobs require tight-quarter milling
work, there is no substitute for
ROTO-MILL maneuverability
and rear-discharge flexibility.

It's this kind of high produc-
tivity that allows one model of
ROTO-MILL Profiler to cross
over into profiling markets that
would norrnally require additional
larger or smaller machines. The
bottomline is one-machine versa-
tility that can actually increase
your work market and your po-
tential for profits.

On the job, ROTO-MILL Pro-
filers keep you productive in
other \Mays. Take serviceability,
most major components on
ROTO-MILL Profilers are of
modular design for easy removal
and large access doors make in-
spectiotr, adjustments and repairs
quick and easy. For added assis-
tance, each ROTO-MILL Profiler
comes equipped with on-board
pneumatic impact hammers and
knock out tools so you can replace
cutting bits, fast. This feature,
along with large swing-out front
side cutter access doors, allows
"pit crev/" style service when
changing cutter teeth.

You also get maximum cutting
time from ROTO-MILL Profilers
because their larger capacity
water tanks mean fewer refills.
Other standard features that in-
crease your productivity include
swing out radiator/hydraulic oil
coolers, central location of hy-
draulic pumps/motors and filters
as well as high pressure wash-
down systems.

HYDRA-MATION Grade & Slofe Control
prouides superior |rofiling accuracy.

Unlike electro-hydraulic sys-
tems that can run into trouble with
dusty, wet and often hostile job
conditions, HYDRA-MATION is
aLÙÙ%hydraulic system. It's also
simple to operate and maintain.
Most important, it's an accurate
system. With HYDRA-MATION,
Caterpillar Profilers consistently
meet specifications within i Ye"
tolerances.

utstonding iob perfolmonce
ploYides the prcductlvily ond

plofit you need.

Caterpillar Profilers offer you
job productivity in a number of
ways.

Consider maneuverability,
each ROTO-MILL Profiler has an
exffemely short turning radius for
its size, which means you not only
achieve higher productivity but
also greater jobsite flexibility.

For example, the PR-105 has a
cutting radius of just 4" so you
can easily mill around small utility
covers, water gates, gâS valves
and other obstacles. With the
higher production PR-275, the
turning radius is only 11" com-
bined with a 67" wide cutting
mandrel which makes the PR-275
the most maneuverable, high
production profiler available for
urban milling tasks.

ROTO-MILL Profilers haue a short turning
radius for cutting around obstacles.



The Caterpillar PR-105 is ahighly
maneuverable machine designed for
maximum production on a variety
of utility, cleqg_.up alq _ploquction
assignments. With a 90HP Cat En-
gine, 12" standard side cutter and
working weight of 17,000 lbs, the
PR-105 is the heaviest, most power-
ful small milling machine ever built.
It's no wonder it has earned the
reputation as "The Little Giant."

The Cat PR-105 offers great
versatility. Superior strength and
power allow the PR-105 to muscle
its way through concrete as well as
dense asphalt, thanks to optimum
weight distribution.

The PR-105's engine is positioned
above the cutter and both the engine
and side cutter are mounted on a
vertically controlled moveable sub-
frame that keeps them relative to

Urban milling and profilitrg, with
its specialized job requirements
and traffic congested work environ-
ments, provide the greatest chal-
lenge that cold milling machines
face. Caterpillar's profiler ans\Mer
is the remarkable PR-275. This
ROTO-MILL is specially designed
for the many obstacles and adverse
conditions common to urban areas
and has the ability to do high'pro-
duction profiling as well as utility
type milling.

Maximum breakout force is de-
livered to the 67" cutting mandrel
because the 275 horsepo\Mer engine
and 30,000 lb working weight are
fully utilized in a well balanced
horsepovrer-to-weight ratio. As a
result, the PR-275 can cut concrete
or asphalt to maximum cutting
depths of 4" ina single pass and at
working speeds within a range of
0-160 ft. per minute. All cuttings

the rest of the machine. This allows
the entire machine weight to be
applied to the cutter, holding it in
the cut which provides greater depth
penetration with less machine vi-
bration.

In addition , a highly efficient
direct mechanical drive system de-
livers maximum available horse-
power to the cutting .bits , a f.ar
superior system than hydrostatic
drive which can rob you of as much
as 40% horsepower.

In the area of maneuverability,
the PR-105's short 4" turning radius
lets you easily cut around utility
devices and an optional 12" auxili-
ary front cutter can get you into
tight places that are inaccessible to
side cutting machines. Using the
front cutter, you can mill in corners
of parking lots or parking garages
and cut next to abutments extending
from builditrgs, bridges, retaining
walls or other vertical obstructions.

are windrowed to the rear of the
machine for easy pick-up.

With this high production profi-
ling capability the PR-275 is perfect
for urban leveling and bondirg,
texturizing and other surface repair
applications.

It rides on four independently
mounted solid rubber tires control-
led through an exclusive geometric
power system which produces a
turning radius of just 11". This
combined with its comp act size
means you can cut around manhole
covers, negotiate cul-de-sacs, per-
form detail work around intersec-
tions, storm drains and complete
similar assignments.

For the operator, the PR-275 of-
fers a well-engineered cab which
includes a control console with hy-
draulic gauges mounted in floating
panels for shock protection, digital
readouts of travel speed and cutting
mandrel RPM, and outstanding



A variety of op.tional cutters ls
available for special assignments
and local specification work with all
cutters having flush-to-the-curb
cutting capability.

The PR-105 is also an operator's
machine. With the operator's station
positioned slightly ahead of the
cutter on the left side of the machin€,
you have an unobstructed view of
both the cutters and their related
work areas.

Other features of the PR-105
include a working speed that ranges
from 0 to 440 feet per minute and a
travel speed of up to 5 miles per
hour. The PR-105 is equipped with
a 56 gallon fuel tank and a 100 gal-
lon water capacity for controlling
dust and cooling cutter teeth. Stan-
dard lighting system includes head
lights, tail lights, backup lights and
a rotating beacon atop a steel rein-
forced cab.

visibility. An auxili ary power unit
provides power for machine eleva-
tion and for rotating the cutting
mandrel during tooth change. In-
dependent of the PR-275's diesel
engine, the auxili ary unit also lifts
the cowlings that house the cutter.

The PR-275 is also highly port-
able. It self-loads and transports
quickly and easily on a single low-
bed trailer. Even more important,
the rubber tire feature makes it ideal
for traveling about large urban
milling projects without disturbing
traffic flow.



The Caterpillar PR-450 is the
industry's standard for sophisticated
midsi ze pavement profilers. With a
450HP engine, 75" standard width
cutter, 55,000 lb. working weight,
10" cutting depth potential and L76'
fpm operating speed, it gives the
lowest cost per square yard of any
cold milling machine in its class.

Engineered for heavy highway
and airport operations, the PR-450
is also designed to operate equally
as well in congested city and resi-
dential areas, tunnels, and on free-
way ramps and shoulder widening
projects.

The PR-450's high production
capabilities can be taken to the city
streets, thanks to its optimum ma-
neuverability and wide range of
profiling applications. Its hydrosta-
tically driven 3 track design and
high capacity 30 " rear-loading dis-
charge conveyor provide an ex-
tremely short turning radius while

maintaining maximum loadout flex-
ibility. The PR-450 can cut flush to
a curb or other vertical obstructions
making it perfect for eliminating
pavement build-qp ?t the curb line,
improvement of drainage and over-
head height clearance. It can re-
move bumps, ruts, washboarding
and other imperfections with speed
and accur acy within t Ya' ' toler-
ances. The resulting surface is im-
mediately ready for traffic and is
textured to provid e a strong mono-
lithic bond with the nev/ overlay.

.The powerful PR-450 can also
mine pavement at highly productive
tonnage rates. In one operation
materials can be reclaimed as a
sized, crushed aggregate that is ideal
for hot mix recycling and with an
optional ROTO-MIXER attachment,
you can convert it into an in-place
cold recycling machine.

Standard features include a sim-
ple but highly efficient V-belt

Caterpillar's PR-1000 is the mas-
sive high production profiler / exca-
vator that has no competition.

The PR-1000 provides the most
practical, productive and cost-effi-
cient method of pavement mining
available and feature for feature no
competitive profiler can match its
performance and flexibility.

The PR-1000 is designed to re-
move up to lOttof pavement in a
single 12' 6" wide pass. And it
moves through pavement material
with little effort because two pow-
erful Cat Engines provide 1000
horsepower. One 250HP engine
powers the conveyor, control system
and ground drive while another
750HP engine is totally dedicated
to powering the cutting mandrel.

A highly efficient V-belt mechan-
ical drive system delivers maximum
horsepower to the rotary cutter
providing full depth excavating
capabilities at rates of up to 900
tons per hour.

To keep up with the PR-1000's
production rates it carries a high
capacity 48" wide covered dis-
charge conveyor. The conveyor
swings 45o each side of center for
maximum load-out flexibility into
haul trucks or when creating wind-
rows.

In additiotr, a breakover, batter
board is located at the end of the
conveyor for greater control over
discharging the material at points
as far back as 37' 7 " of the cutter's
center line. This allows most tandem
haul units to be loaded while driving
at the cut's edge.

Just because it's big doesn't mean
the PR-1000 isn't maneuverable.
The machine's hydrostatically
driven three-track design and rear
discharge conveyor actually give the
PR-1000 a shorter turning radius
and greater maneuverability than
many smaller sized machines. And
like other ROTO-MILL Profilers,
the PR-1000 utilizes the HYDRA-



mechanical cut
drive with shock ab-
sorbing power bands, f
high capacity 700 gallon 'r

water spray system for 
*

suppressing dust while cool-
ing the cutter bits for longer
life, convenient operator control 'l

station, excellent visibility, snap- v

on bits, automatic lubrication sys-'"
tem, selfloading capability for quick
transport on a single lowbed trailer,
lights for night work, pneumatic
impact hammers and knock out
tools for changing bits, operation
from either side, easy maintenance,
and Caterpillar's exclusive HYDRA-
MATION Grade and Slope Control
System with built-in direct and
averaging skis that allow you to
match elevation to existing grade,
slab, curb or gutter. Optional cutter
widths up to 90" are available as
well as rubber pads that bolt on to
the metal tracks.

orrl*,

!un*ro

MATION Grade and Slope Control
System. With direct and averaging
skis that are built into the track
system, the PR-1000 provides con-
trolled deptlr
removal
to within Ye" tol--'l

Y?efanCes. h

Other features in- 'J
clude a quick attach
,-t tIf nç -r ca cr 

^,.rr 
1-l tr /\r -

It's outstanding production
features like these that can al-
low you to take full advantage of -

large scale excavating and recycling
opportunities. The PR-1000 cuts
concrete as well as asphalt and is
ideally suited for profiling and tex-
turing interstate highways in prepar-
ation for overlays.
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